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V-locity Success Stories
Thomas Frost, IT manager, Govt. site: “V-locity is very easy to use. I have tried other defrag software and they at
best will not defrag a VM drive and at worst require a rebuild of the VM machine. I tried several other disk defragmenting
programs and they seem not to work well with VM’s. V-locity is the only one I have seen so far that will defrag a VM
without messing it up.
As drives get bigger and with Windows 7 going to have Hyper-V built in, from what I hear, this feature will be useful not only for
corporations but for personal users as well.”

Richard Webb, President, Sustainable Evolution Inc.: “V-locity is great. The Auto Defrag, ability to optimize the
drives and ease of use are all very valuable features. VHD disk consumption and overall performance are the biggest
benefits. We also save 20+% of disk space using V-locity.”

Gary Ketchum, IT Manager, Marcus Food Company: “I was impressed! I didn’t have any noticeable issues with the
installation or administration of V-locity. The GUI is intuitive and just like Diskeeper has always been, after the initial couple of
days you could just ‘Set it and forget it’.
The biggest benefit is that in a virtualized environment you need to optimize every component possible to
squeeze out every bit of performance you can. V-locity helps to accomplish this by automatically eliminating
disk fragmentation, which can have a tremendous impact on performance. My favorite feature is the Automatic
Defragmentation.
I am very likely to upgrade because if running multiple guests on a Hyper-V box (that’s the point isn’t it?) it is of great value
to be aware of overall resource usage on the host and therefore not overload the host system if individual guests have
intensive processing occurring while you are defragmenting a single guest.
I installed the beta on a Hyper-V Server 2008 installation (Core Server without GUI) and could easily manage V-locity utilizing
the Remote Server utility. Everything worked great right from the start. Congratulations to the developers!”

Anthony Smith, Lead Tech, AMS Inc.: “V-locity is a great product which will save us money within 2-4 days due
to RAID, etc. , and the speed gain as well as the defrag rate. It is easy to use and has great tools. I am very likely to
purchase V-locity as I am in need of a version for XP Vista with Server Tools.”

Tom Boser, President, Olim: “This is an excellent product. We are also a consulting company and we have a number
of clients that will be moving towards MS Virtualization technology in the next 12 months. I look forward to promoting
and reselling this product. The new V-locity technology is an outstanding feature that again puts Diskeeper ahead of
any competition. This technology gives Microsoft’s VM server the ultimate edge over any other Virtualization
technology. Defragmentation is a huge issue and the potential of resources being consumed by defragmentation
software because of virtualization is a concern. Diskeeper solves that problem with the easiest possible interface. It
takes just a few minutes to install and it’s ready to go.
The biggest benefit I see is the InvisiTasking technology with guest working in tandem with the host to properly
utilize resources. As usual, the user interface is state of the art look and ease of use are both the best features in my
opinion. I will purchase because the new InvisiTasking is a huge benefit.”

Brian R Ricks, Owner, BriComp Computers, LLC: “V-locity worked well with no issues. (The biggest benefit I saw
was the non-impacting background defrag.) And my favorite feature is to be able to ‘Set it and forget about it’. After
installing V-locity and utilizing the managed push process (for install and policy) I was able to recognize the defrag benefits
within a day. The system was easy to install and maintain, making the entire process effortless.”

Franz J. Hareter, CIO, Fonstone GMBH: “V-locity is a great product. Especially the Administrator! Its biggest benefit is
compacting the VHDs. V-locity is a real benefit in a virtual environment. I see better performance in Hyper-V along with
compression of the VHD, much faster load as well as better performance.”

Matt Kosztolnyik, Network Manager, Insurance Technologies Corp: “V-locity is fast and easy to install. It keeps
the disk clean. I most like the VHD compaction feature and am very likely to purchase because V-locity is tailored for
my Hyper-V systems and runs in a smaller footprint, managing VHDs and larger volumes”

Jeff V. Pulver, Owner, Intercomp Design, Inc.: “V-locity is working well. I find the Auto Defrag and Optimize features
to be very valuable. Reducing disk size is the biggest benefit for me, especially important for VHD files. V-locity runs
automatically and is an easy-to-use system, which performs a vital job.

K Mikes, President, Multisymmetric Incorproated: “V-locity solves resource issues if running multiple regular
Diskeeper as Guests. The biggest benefit is avoiding I/O contention; V-locity solves the disk I/O contention issue when
running multiple VMs.
My favorite feature is running The InvisiTasking technology across all VMs. Running 10+ VMs across 10 physical spindles
on the HOST would not be possible without InvisiTasking managing I/O and timing of defrag events across all machines
including the HOST.

Rick Gordon, IT Systems Technician Senior, FranklinCovey: “The synchronization of the host and guest is a
huge benefit as well as the ability to compact VHD files. The ‘Set it and forget it’ has always been my favorite feature.
I will purchase V-locity because the benefits are incredible. The ability to ‘Set it and Forget it’ and be assured of not seeing
impact to the Hyper-V guests is enough to sell me, but Diskeeper goes beyond that. The ability to get rid of white space in
VHD files is very important to me because I have had to leave large amounts of wasted space in place whenever I perform a
P2V conversion.”
27 May, 2009: “I have the beta still installed and have not seen any issues crop up. I am still as impressed as I was when
I filled out the survey. I did compact several more VHDs. I need to actually go back and look at the servers again because I
have not given much thought since setting up the auto defrag on them. I have already alerted our software vendor to tell me
when it is available and warned the IT department heads of both companies that I would be insisting on purchasing licenses
for it.”

Russell M. “Russ” Moss, Mississippi Dept of Corrections: “What can I say. The Diskeeper product, V-locity, is as
usual a good product from a quality manufacturer named Diskeeper. The Mississippi Department of Corrections has been a
Diskeeper customer for many years and the product keeps improving as technology keeps improving. With virtualization and
V-locity, solid state disk and high speed disk along with Diskeeper, it’s a winning team.
V-locity is all good; it allows ‘virtually’ everything to run smoothly. Being a Diskeeper customer for a long time, I can
see that the developers have made great strides in helping people to keep their computers running longer.”
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